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What Exactly are Waves?

How are Waves Creates?

How are Waves Measured 
and Modeled?

What Types of Ocean 
Waves Are Out There?



What Makes  
Waves Break?

Why is Riding 
Ocean Waves so 
Much Fun?



Ocean Waves
Key Concepts
 Ocean waves are moving energy disturbances with little to no mass ____
____ transfer involved

 Waves are classified by their 1) disturbing force, 2) propagation force, ____
____3) restoring  force, and 4) wavelength

 The speed of a deep ocean wave is a function of its wavelength and period 
____– the longest waves go the fastest 

 Wind waves form by prolonged wind friction drag on the ocean surface

 The size of wind waves depends on three things: 1) wind strength,         
____ 2) duration, and 3) fetch length

 Ocean waves are classified as either shallow-water or deep-water type

 Wind waves can be either deep-water or shallow-water type, whereas
____tsunami and tide waves are always shallow-water type

 Wave form (orbital motion) is affected by wave size, wind force, water ____
____depth, and bottom contour

 Waves can alter their progress by refraction and diffraction, interfere with 
____ one another and reflect off objects

Wave breaks when their orbital motion is interrupted by over-steepening
____ of wave face and/or shallowing water depth (shoaling)



Three Types of Waves

http://www.kettering.edu/~drussell/Demos/waves/w
avemotion.html

1) Longitudinal

2) Transverse

3) Water

http://www.kettering.edu/~drussell/Demos/waves/wavemotion.html


Ocean Waves



Fundamentals of Water Waves

H = wave height 
L = wavelength 
T = wave period - time (s) time for one      
____wavelength to pass 
F = wave frequency - number of waves 
____passing a point in 1 second (1/T) 
C = wave speed 
d = depth - bottom to resting water level

Wave Parameters Water Particle 
Motion



Wave Motion and Refraction



Progressive Water Wave Motion 

http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/earthguide/di
agrams/waves/swf/wave_wind.html

http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/earthguide/diagrams/waves/swf/wave_wind.html


Classifying Ocean Waves

Criteria for Classification
 Disturbing (Wave Generating) Force

 Restoring (Wave Destroying) Force

Wavelength



Types of Ocean Waves

Type of Wave Period Disturbing Force Restoring Force

Capillary 1/100 – 1/10 sec Wind Surface Tension

Wind 1/10 – 25 sec Wind Gravity

Seiche 1/2 – 10 min Wind Gravity

Tsunami 10 min – 2 hr Variable Gravity

Tide 2 hr – 1 ½ days Gravity Gravity



Ocean Waves – Motion Factors

Transitional-water waves

Speed (C) – Wavelength (L) – Period (T) – Water Depth (d)

Deep-water waves

Shallow-water waves

 (d >  ½ L)

 C = L/T 

 Circular Orbits

 Wave speed controlled by L & T

(d < L/20) 

C = 3.1 d

 Very flattened elliptical orbits

 Wave speed controlled by depth

 (d > L/20 but d < ½ L)

 Elliptical orbits



Generation of Wind Waves
Humble Beginnings – The Capillary Wave

 Born by wind shear friction

 Propagated by continued blowing

 Diminished by surface tension



Ocean Surface Conditions:
Relationship Between Wind and Waves

Wind Speed (km/hr)

 Highest = Westerlies

 Lowest = Doldrums/ ITCZ

Wave Height (meters)

 Highest = High Latitude

 Lowest = Low Latitudes



Wind Wave Development

Three Controlling Factors:
Wind Velocity (Speed and Direction)

Wind Duration (How long wind blows)

Wind Fetch (Length of ocean surface winds across)



Generation of Sizable Wind Waves

Principle Contributors = Storm Systems

Tropical Storms in 
the Low-latitudes

Frontal System Storms 
in Mid- to High-latitudes



Fully-Developed Seas
Maxed-Out Sea Conditions:

 Maximum wave size possible for a given 
___wind speed, duration, and fetch 

 Must blow for at least 3 days 

 Longer wind duration will not increase the 
___wave size



Conditions for Fully Developed Seas



Wind Wave Height, Shape, and Stability

Factors Controlling Wave Height and Form:
 Wave Height (H) 

 Wavelength (L) 

 Wind Velocity (v)

 Maximum steepness of 
___wave face (H:L ~ 1:7)

White-capping
Wave faces with a mutual 
angle greater than 120o will 
cause wave to break 

 Termed “white-cap” 

 Occurs when wave steepness 
___exceeds the 1:7 ratio

Wind velocity a key factor



Dispersion of Stormy Seas into Swell



Seas Dispersion and 
Swell Formation

Wave Train Progression

Seas Dispersion into Swell

 Sorting of seas leaving a storm system 
 Longest, fastest waves leave first/furthest 
 Formation of well-organized swell arranged 
by wavelength. speed and wave period



Monitoring Sea Surface Wind Conditions

QUIKSCAT NRT Satellite 
 Satellite Radar Telemetry

 Near Real-Time Processing 

 Used in Modeling Wind Waves



Monitoring Sea Surface Conditions

West Coast Buoy Network
 Wind Speed

 Wave Height and Period

 Water Temperature

Similar buoys are stationed throughout the world ocean

Real-time data relayed to land via satellite

Swell data is processed into wave models



Wind Wave Prediction Models

Wave Height (feet)

 Large = 25 to 40 feet

 Medium = 10 to 25 feet

 Small = 3 to 10 feet

 Flat = Less than 3 feet

White Arrows Indicate Swell Direction

Wave Period (seconds)

 Very Long = 19 to 23 seconds

 Long = 14 to 18 seconds

 Medium = 7 to 13 seconds

 Short = 0 to 6 seconds

http://www.lajollasurf.org/global.html
http://www.lajollasurf.org/globalper.html


Current Ocean Wave Conditions

Wave Height (meters)

 Huge = 12 meters and up

 Large = 8 to 11 meters

 Medium = 4 to 7 meters

 Small = Up to 3 meters

Wave Period (seconds)

 Very Long = 19 to 23 seconds

 Long = 14 to 18 seconds

 Medium = 7 to 13 seconds

 Short = 0 to 6 seconds

http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/latest_run/nww3_pa.anim.gif
http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/latest_run/nww3_pa.anim.2.gif


Current North Pacific Swell Conditions

Wave Period (seconds)

 Very Long = 19 to 23 seconds

 Long = 14 to 18 seconds

 Medium = 7 to 13 seconds

 Short = 0 to 6 seconds

White Arrows Indicate Swell Direction

Wave Height (feet)

 Large = 25 to 40 feet

 Medium = 10 to 25 feet

 Small = 3 to 10 feet

 Flat = Less than 3 feet

http://facs.scripps.edu/surf/images/pacanimne.gif
http://facs.scripps.edu/surf/images/pacpanimne.gif


Current SoCal Swell Conditions

Reading Wave Maps

1) Current Swells
 Height
 Period
 Direction

2) Directional Spectrum
 Period and Frequency
 Direction
 Wave energy spectrum

3) Color Code Wave Map
 Height
 Wave height distribution
 Geographic Position

1) Date and Scale

http://cdip.ucsd.edu/models/socal_now.gif


Largest Directly-Measured Swells

Measured in the 
North Pacific

Observed swell 
calculated to be 
112 feet tall



Rogue Waves
1) Constructive Wave Interference

Heights of the crests of several 
merging waves of different origin and 
direction are additive resulting in one 
extreme wave 

2) Collision of Waves and Currents 
Storm forced waves develop in a water 

current counter to the wave direction, 
whereby an interaction causes a drastic 
shortening of the wave frequency and 
increase in height. 

3) Non-linear Waves
Wave outside of spectrum of normal, 

linear waves distributed in the ocean -
these non-linear waves will be nearly 
double the maximum linear wave 
height, with a much steeper face. 

Explanations

Rogue Wave Video

Documented Rogue Wave

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_akyfMp9ln8


Ocean Wave Interference



Ocean Waves
Key Concepts
 Ocean waves are moving energy disturbances with little to no mass ____
____ transfer involved

 Waves are classified by their 1) disturbing force, 2) propagation force, ____
____3) restoring  force, and 4) wavelength

 The speed of a deep ocean wave is a function of its wavelength and period 
____– the longest waves go the fastest 

 Wind waves form by prolonged wind friction drag on the ocean surface

 The size of wind waves depends on three things: 1) wind strength,         
____ 2) duration, and 3) fetch length

 Ocean waves are classified as either shallow-water or deep-water type

 Wind waves can be either deep-water or shallow-water type, whereas
____tsunami and tide waves are always shallow-water type

 Wave form (orbital motion) is affected by wave size, wind force, water ____
____depth, and bottom contour

 Waves can alter their progress by refraction and diffraction, interfere with 
____ one another and reflect off objects

Wave breaks when their orbital motion is interrupted by over-steepening
____ of wave face and/or shallowing water depth (shoaling)



Coastal Shallow Water Waves



Interaction of Incoming Waves and the Seafloor

 Wave begins to “feel” bottom at ½ its wavelength over the shelf

 Wave slows down and crests become peaked

 Wave orbital changes from circular to increasing flattened elliptical

 Wave height and wave face steepness increase

 Wave period remains essentially the same

 Wave breaks when wave height to bottom depth ratio reaches 3:4

Wave Deformation Effects by the sea bottom is termed  “Shoaling”



Wave Shoaling Effect in Coastal Waters

 Shoaling process begins when deep water waves move 
into water depths less than half their wavelength

 Sea bottom interference with base of wave form causes a 
set of wave changes to occur, with severity of change a 
function of decreasing water depth

 Waves slow down, wavelength shortens, and wave height 
increases, but wave period remains relatively the same

 Orbital motion changes from circular to flattened elliptical, 
and wave faces steepen with more peaked crests.

 Waves can change direction if the wave form is angled to 
the seafloor slope – termed wave refraction

 If water depth becomes too shallow wave with break



Wave Refraction Along 
Shorelines



Wave Refraction Along 
Shorelines

 Bending of waves as they 
approach the shore

 Tends to make waves 
break more parallel to beach

 Development of longshore 
current

Wave Refraction



Wave Refraction Along an Irregular Shoreline

Effects on Coastline Morphology

 Magnification of wave energy at 
headlands

 Diffusion of wave energy along bays 
and coves

 Erosion of headlands

 Sediment deposition in bays

 Irregular-shaped coastline eventually 
get straightened out



Breaking Waves Along a Shore

Wipeout!



Why and How Do 
Waves Break Along 

A Shoreline?



What Do Waves Do After They Break?



Breaking Waves
Interaction of Approaching Wave and the Ocean Bottom



Waves Breaking Along Shorelines – Factors

Surf Break Factors: 1) Wave direction, height, and period

2) Tides;  3) Shelf and Shoreline shape and bathymetry; 

4) Winds; 5) Interference between simultaneous swells



Three Types of Breaking Waves

Plunging – Crest of breaking wave pitches 
__out forward and curls down in front  
__and away from the lower portion of 
__wave face

Spilling – Crest of breaking wave surges 
___forward and tumbles down atop the 
___lower portion of the wave face 

Surging - Wave does not break until it 
___reaches actual edge of beach where 
___it rapidly peaks up, breaks onto the 
___beach, and surges up the beach



Spilling vs. Plunging Breaking Waves

 Bottom conditions are the primary determinant to wave shape

Plunging

Spilling
Wave form is “mushy”

Wave is typically slow

 Occurs along gently 
___sloping bottoms

Wave form is “hollow”

 Occurs along steeply 
___ sloping bottoms 

Wave is typically fast



Plunging Waves

Top of plunging wave free falls onto the wave trough



A Very Strongly Plunging Wave

Over the Falls!



Spilling Waves

Top of a spilling wave tumbles down its wave face



Surging Waves

Wave rides up beach face before breaking



Riding Waves
Surf’s Up!



Riding Really BIG Waves



History of Surfing



History of Surfing

Polynesian Roots

Old School

New School



Evolution of the Surfboard

Surfboards have evolved to become shorter, lighter, 
faster, and more maneuverable, along with more 
specialized for a given surf condition. 



Surfing Big Breaking Waves



Bodysurfing – Purest Form of Surfing



Ocean Waves
Review Concepts
 Ocean waves are moving energy disturbances with little to no mass ____
____ transfer involved

 Waves are classified by their disturbing force, propagation  force, restoring  
____force, and wavelength

 The speed of a deep ocean wave is a function of its wavelength and period 
____– the longest waves go the fastest 

 Wind waves form by prolonged wind friction drag on the ocean surface

 The size of wind waves depends on three things: wind strength, duration, 
____ and fetch length

 Ocean waves are classified as either shallow-water or deep-water type

 Wind waves can be either deep-water or shallow-water type, whereas
____tsunami and tide waves are always shallow-water type

 Wave form (orbital motion) is affected by wave size, wind force, water ____
____depth, and bottom contour

 Waves can alter their progress by refraction and diffraction, interfere with 
____ one another and reflect off objects

Wave breaks when their orbital motion is interrupted by over-steepening
____ of wave face and/or shallowing water depth (shoaling)



Discussion



Next Topic: Tsunamis
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